
Return to Full-Time In-Person

Learning - Spring 2021

Commissioner Riley is requiring all Massachusetts public school districts to return to full-time in-person

according to the timeline below.

● Elementary school phase (grades K-5): Districts and schools are required to shift their

learning model for elementary schools to full-time, in-person instruction five days per week

effective Monday, April 5, 2021.

● Middle school phase (grades 6-8): Districts and schools will be required to shift their learning

model for middle schools to full-time, in-person instruction five days per week, effective

Wednesday, April 28, 2021.

● High school phase (grades 9-12): The Department will announce the details and timing of the

high school phase of the plan in April. Districts will be given at least two weeks’ notice of the

date for high school students to return to full-time, in-person instruction but should start

making such plans now.

Guidance from the Department of Elementary and Secondary Education makes clear that families may

choose to have their students learn remotely through the end of this school year, and the learning

hours for these students will continue to count towards structured learning time. Remote learning hours

will also count towards structured learning time when students are quarantining due to COVID-related

issues.

Since mid-February the MPS leadership team has been hard at work assessing the feasibility of a variety

of models that would increase daily in-person numbers in our schools. All families received a survey on

March 11 acknowledging their child’s current learning model and received instructions on informing us

of a requested change in model (full-time in-person or full-time remote) for the remainder of the school

year. At this time, the team is prepared to increase in-person learning in accordance with the

Commissioner’s expectations.

MPS Timeline for Full-Time In-Person Learning
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https://www.doe.mass.edu/covid19/on-desktop/2021-0309in-person-learning-guide.docx


Results of Family Survey
As of Thursday, March 18, over 5,500 families

responded to the survey acknowledging their choice of

learning model for the remainder of the year. We

informed families of students currently following a

hybrid schedule that our assumption is their students

will transition to full-time in-person learning and that

they should contact the school if they would prefer a

full-time remote learning option. 2,377 respondents are

families of current remote learners. 70% of those

families, or 1,664, chose to remain in full-time remote

learning. The other 30%, or 730, chose to switch to

full-time in-person learning. Of those, 398 have

requested bus transportation.

What can families expect?

Health and Safety Protocols

● All health and safety protocols related to hygiene, cleaning routines, physical distancing, and mask

wearing will adhere to DESE’s guidelines. Importantly, this means students will be a minimum of

three-feet apart when masked and a minimum of six-feet apart when unmasked (snack, lunch, mask

breaks) in all schools.

● Our staff will adhere to DESE guidance regarding identification of close contacts. We will not

unilaterally quarantine whole classrooms. With our case numbers in schools remaining low and our

staff receiving vaccinations, we will have an increased capacity to identify those students and staff

who are close contacts (i.e., individuals within six feet of a positive case for more than fifteen

minutes). There may be situations that will warrant whole classroom quarantines, but that will not

be standard practice beginning on April 5, 2021.

Cleaning

● We will continue sanitizing school buildings on Wednesday evenings and Saturday mornings.

Custodial staff will continue to maintain cleaning protocols in all spaces on a daily basis. Common

areas such as bathrooms, cafeterias, media centers and other high traffic areas will be cleaned

regularly throughout the school day.

Transportation

● Students who currently take the bus will continue to have bus transportation. Students requesting

to move to full in person from full remote will be prioritized for open bus seats. We will  handle new

requests for bus transportation for current hybrid students on a case-by-case basis, space

permitting.

● DESE has updated the transportation guidance lifting distancinging restrictions on elementary

busses when students are masked and windows are open. Middle and high school bus capacity has

also been lifted as long as the district is not in a community with high prevalence rates of COVID-19.

MPS will adhere to these new guidelines.

Class Coverage

● Building-based educators (BBEs) will cover classes when teachers are absent. On days when many

teachers are absent, it may be necessary for multiple classrooms to share a large space (e.g.,

auditorium, media center) for supervision purposes. All COVID-safety protocols will remain in place.
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https://www.doe.mass.edu/covid19/on-desktop/2020-0722transport-guide.docx


Learning Model Changes

● With additional students returning to the school buildings and buildings being open for full

five-day-a-week learning, accommodating additional family requests for changes to learning models

(remote → in-person or in-person → remote) will be extremely challenging. Families responded to

the survey described above and will need to adhere to their choice of learning model for the

remainder of the school year. Requests for changes due to extenuating circumstances may require a

reasonable transition period, if feasible.

Grade-Specific Information

Grades K-4 Grades 5-8 Grades 9-12

● Learning model

changes will take

effect on Monday,

April 5. Families that

chose in-person

learning will begin

attending school

in-person five days a

week on that date.

All other students

will learn remotely

full-time. The hybrid

model for grades K-4

will cease to exist on

April 5.

● Learning model

changes will take

effect on

Wednesday, April

28. Families that

chose in-person

learning will begin

attending school

in-person five days a

week on that date.

All other students

will learn remotely

full-time. The hybrid

model for grades 5-8

will cease to exist on

April 28.

● Learning model changes will be phased in.

● Monday, April 5: students in grade 12

whose families chose in-person learning

will return five days a week. All other grade

12 students will learn remotely full-time.

● Monday, April 12: students in grade 9

whose families chose in-person learning

will return five days a week. All other grade

9 students will learn remotely full-time.

● Wednesday, April 28: students in grades

10 and 11 whose families chose in-person

learning will return five days a week. All

other grades 10 and 11 students will learn

remotely full-time.

● The hybrid model will cease to exist for

each grade on the date the grade

transitions to full-time in-person learning.

● The grammar school teams are working to

accommodate learning model change requests

with as little disruption to class rosters and

schedules as possible. However, teacher or team

changes may be necessary.

● Arrival and dismissal times will remain the same.

● Specialists’ classes will look different with more

students returning to in person learning. These

classes will be held both inside and outside with

in-person specialists teachers assigned to

specific groups of students each week. Due to

staffing and spacing  constraints, our remote

learners will have asynchronous activities and

lessons posted for specials.

● Lunch spaces will include classrooms, cafeterias,

designated outdoor areas, and other large

spaces such as media centers and auditoriums.

● The block schedule will remain the same,

except for Wednesdays.

● To minimize transitions and student

interactions, the Wednesday bell schedule

will alternate following the Monday and

Tuesday schedule beginning on

Wednesday, April 7.

● Arrival and dismissal times will remain the

same.

● Students will eat in their block 3 and 6

classes. The cafeteria, media center,

designated outdoor areas, and other large

spaces will be used for lunch overflow.
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SEL and Mental Health
We believe all students should be provided explicit instruction to support their social emotional

development. Efforts are already underway to expand the social emotional supports embedded within

each classroom through the implementation of a curriculum designed to provide students with the skills

and knowledge necessary to manage stress, maintain self care, and seek support from adults when

necessary.

Counseling teams are currently engaged in universal mental health screening, a practice that will

continue as students return to in person learning. Students who are identified through screening will be

offered group based and individual mental health services designed to address their specific needs and

which will focus specifically on addressing concerns related to anxiety, depression, post-traumatic stress,

and the impact of long term social isolation. Counseling staff will also work closely with administrators

and teachers to leverage their observations to identify any students who may require support during the

transition back to school. Students who continue in a remote learning model will be extended the same

level of service as in person students.

DESE Waiver Process
The Commissioner has established a waiver process for school districts proposing a learning model that

calls for “anything other than give days of full, in-person learning” by the designated timelines described

above. While MPS is meeting and, in the case of the high school, moving faster than required to return

students to full-time in-person learning, the district will need to obtain a waiver due to the grade

configurations in our grammar schools. It makes more sense for our district to keep grades 5-8 on the

same timeline because that grade span comprises our “upper schools” in all four grammar school

buildings. Our waiver request explains our building configurations and our rationale for using the

Wednesday, April 28 date for grade 5 to return to full-time in-person learning.

Our school and district teams have carefully planned to welcome students back to full-time in-person

learning and we believe we can do so safely and in line with the Commissioner’s timeline expectations.

We do not believe pursuing a waiver due to feasibility concerns is in the best interest of our students at

this time. Further, we do not believe we would qualify for such a waiver given DESE’s emphasis on a very

narrow set of circumstances for which they will approve one. The slides below describe DESE’s criteria

for waivers (click to enlarge).
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https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1EzprTEhbZStwG63tWsgaOmrJVSc1ya_bV5f8DMyMEsU/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1oF4Jr5tSaX2-JeO7XnU5OYBLqHxE649PkvsotLgrEBc/edit?usp=sharing

